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INTRODUCTION 

There is some disagreement among theoreticians as to the applica

tion of the melodic minor scale in tonal music. It has usually been 

taught that the sixth and seventh degrees are raised in the ascending 

form and lowered in the descending form. Examination of music litera

ture of the eighteenth century and particularly that of J. S. Bach 

shows, however, that the melodic minor scale has exhibited the raised 

sixth and seventh in both ascending and descending forms, with the use 

of natural minor in both directions also. It is important to note that 

a single piece of music may have employed various forms of the minor 

scale at different points in accordance with its particular harmonic 

structure. 

Since the works of J. S. Bach have often been used to support 

theoretical conclusions in these areas, representative pieces have been 

selected from the various genres to serve as vehicles through which a 

practical conclusion concerning melodic minor scales may be reached. 

Selections include Cantata No.106 "Gottes Zeit ist die allerbeste 

Zeit," Chorale "Herzliebster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen," Chorale 

for Organ "Von Gott will ich nicht lassen," Concerto No. 1 for Clavier 

in D Minor, English Suite No. 3 in G Minor, Fugue No. 20 and Prelude 

No. 4 from The Well-Tempered Clavier-II, Mass in B Minor, Motet No. 3 

"Jesu meine Freude," and the Musical Offering. The number of selec

tions has been limited necessarily in order to eliminate needless 

repetition. 

The examples were taken from modern editions, but articulations 

are those of the Bach-Gesellschaft. Some of the examples have included 
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piano reductions of orchestral parts or editorial realizations of 

Bach's continuo parts. Where necessary, notes were changed to agree 

with the Bach-Gesellschaft edition. Measure numbers for the examples 

have begun with the first measure of the given page unless measure 

numbers have been printed in the score. In the analyses of the ex

amples the lower case letters and numerals have been used to represent 

minor keys and chords, while major ones have been indicated by upper 

case. The following symbols have been used to identify non-chord 

tones: passing tone - P, lower auxiliary (or neighboring tone) -jO » 

upper auxiliary -^f, appoggiatura - Ap, escape tone - E, suspension -

S, retardation - R, anticipation - A, and changing tone - C. 

^m ' "%. 



CHAPTER I 

TONIC HARMONY 

Sixth and Seventh Scale Degrees as Nonharmonic Tones 

It has been traditional for teachers of music theory to stress the 

concept of melodic minor scale with the sixth and seventh tones raised 

in the ascending form and lowered in the descending form. This tra

dition apparently had its origin in music where tonic harmony prevailed. 

When the minor scale occurred with tonic harmony, it was usually writ

ten in this traditional manner. However, in examination of the actual 

music, it appeared that the usage of the melodic minor where associated 

with tonic harmony was not totally predictable. Since neither the 

sixth nor the seventh scale step was a part of the tonic chord, both 

appeared as nonharmonic tones. Usually they were seen as adjacent 

passing tones, but it was not uncommon to find them functioning other

wise. 

Ex. I-l. Fugue No. 20, p. 179., m. 25. 

a: I 

In Example I-l the melodic minor scale was used in the fashion 

described in most theory textbooks. The tonality is A minor, with 

tonic harmony. The sixth and seventh steps here function melodically 
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as adjacent passing tones. They are raised in the ascending scale and 

lowered in the descending scale. 

Ex- 1-2. Ricercare a 6 voci. p. 17., ram. 78-79.^ 

U- V 
^ 
e ^ 

' \ s 

s a 

'h\ <> Y 

^ s 

^m 

5 

r Viifc 

^ 

^ ^ 

^ 

^ ^ 

^ 

^ ^ 

^ 

Example 1-2 shows the raised ascending and lowered descending form 

of the scale with a slight shift in harmonic function. The first two 

beats after the bar line are obviously tonic and utilize the raised 

tones in the ascending scale. Had the harmonic content remained tonic 

throughout the measure, the lowered sixth and seventh would probably 
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have appeared as they are. However, the D-flat in the first tenor 

part did change the harmonic and melodic function somewhat. The sixth 

scale step in the alto voice (which would have been a passing tone if 

used with a tonic chord) became a chord member, and the harmonic func

tion and color moved toward the submediant. 

Ex. 1-3. P r e l u d e No. 4 , p . 1 0 5 . , m. 39. 

t*£ 
/\W 

i± ^ ¥=^ 

f 
? ^ i 

r 

'•jiiir \ 

In Example 1-3 the A-sharp and ̂ -sharp have been used as passing 

tones with the tonic harmony. The lowered B and A do not form dis

sonances with the tones in the upper voices; therefore, they are not 

nonharmonic tones in the strict sense. It is similar to Example 1-2 

in that the A has caused a momentary harmonic shift to the submediant. 

Nevertheless, the underlying tonic harmony is evident. 

The preceding examples have illustrated the melodic minor as it 

has appeared in both ascending and descending forms coupled with tonic 

harmony. In Example 1-4 the scale descended in the bass, with the 

sixth and seventh as passing tones (Ĉ -natural and B̂ -f lat). The ascend

ing form of the scale did not appear at this point. Most often the 

adjacent tones were found either in ascending or descending passages. 

rather than both. (The procedure concerning dominant harmony is 



discussed in Chapter II.) 

^^' ^~^' Concerto No. 1 for Clavier, p. 38., mm. 5-6. 

mm.m 

d: n 
Ex. 1-5 . Can ta t a No. 106, p . 1 5 . , mm. 3 - 5 . 

^ 

:^sj: 

-Mtrr 

A' I n I I 11 n n M 
J e ' 5U., '^0^ *\6w»>\.rtcrr 3 e - 5U.1 
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^ ^ 

1 7 T r̂  ^ 3t rp 
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-f: l i 
I 
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r 
P i ^ 

fiv io li' -sr xr 
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Ex. 1-6 Suite No. 3, p. 37., mm. 17-18. 

^ ^m o 
^ ^ 

d: V 

Examples 1-5 and 1-6 were written in a similar fashion, with the 

lowered sixth and seventh in the descending scale over tonic harmony 

Ex. 1-7. Suite No. 3, P. 40., m. 24. 

fe ̂ F ^ ^ 

T 

S i- U 
^ 

s 

9-
f 

w VIC» I 

In Example 1-7 the lowered form of the scale was present, but the 

leading tone was used to mark the cadence. After the subdominant chord 

(formed initially on the second beat), a feeling of dominant function 

may be construed, with the interval of a diminished seventh (̂ -flat 

down to P̂ -sharp) outlining a leading tone seventh chord. 

It would appear that the descending form of melodic minor was 

employed more frequently than the ascending form in instances of tonic 

harmony. Perhaps the great preponderance of root progressions down 
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a fifth could provide an explanation for such a phenomenon. The ascend

ing scale did occur alone, however, as evidenced in Example 1-8. 

Ex. 1-8. "Von Gott will ich nicht lassen," p. 52., m. 2.^ 

• f ; lb 

On many occasions the raised sixth and seventh were found (whether 

in ascending or descending form) in conjunction with dominant harmony, 

followed by the descending scale with lowered sixth and seventh degrees 

over tonic harmony. Such is the case in Example 1-9. 

Ex. 1-9. Musical Offering, p. 36., m. 11. 

. ^ 
^ 

^ 

s 

i T ^ t ^ I LQI 

^ i\Ar.nj\^E 

^ 
^ 

^^Mi m ri^fh 
f 

C: vii^ r̂ ^ ^ a 



Ex. I-IO. Mass in B Minor, p. 2., m. 5. 

>^^^[j;^)f# [̂ ^X!lĵ f 
{i(i\ vii'' 5"' I 

The dominant to tonic function is also clear in Example I-IO. The 

temporary tonal center is F-sharp minor, regardless of the key signature, 

Ex. I-ll. Mass in B Minor, pp. 2-3., mm. 19, 1. 

\\J viij 1 \ 

The above example in B minor further illustrates this procedure. 

The diminished seventh chord on the third beat in the first measure of 

Example 1-11 necessitated the use of the raised sixth and seventh tones. 

The members of the tonic chord in the second bar were connected by the 

lowered sixth and seventh scale degrees. 

From time to time there were evidences of interesting cross-rela

tions in the harmonic content resulting from the melodic lines. In 

Example 1-12 the raised sixth and seventh scale tones have been used at 

the beginning of the first measure to make possible the dominant harmony, 



Ex. 1-12. Can ta t a No. 106. p . 1 6 . , mm. 4 - 5 . 

10 

- / 

Sup • 

=î ^^ 

Tg.ft. 

k$: S 

^m ̂ ^ 

V)eK 

| " ' '>Vff 

- i ;^ S £ 

^ 

E Ĵ  f; P-^ 
PrenScK.dit musst 5tc>-

After the tonic chord appeared, the sixth and seventh were lowered. 

This is not dissimilar to previous examples, except the lowered tones 

are followed closely by the raised sixth and seventh in anticipation of 

the succeeding dominant harmony. The resulting cross-relation is quite 

obvious and provides a striking effect. 

In a brief cadenza contained in Example 1-13 an exception has been 

noted. The melodic augmented second (F-sharp to E-flat) has been writ

ten in the scale pattern over tonic harmony, probably to introduce va-



riety and maintain melodic interest. 
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Ex. 1-13. Concerto No. 1 for Clavier, p. 37., m. 2. 

S 

1 
* 

t< 

m 

J 

Ex. 1-14. Fugue No. 20, p. 179., mm. 26-27. 

a: ^ip \\){p 1P'6 '''k %' \(p 

Another exception to melodic minor usage with tonic harmony has 

occurred in Example 1-14. The raised sixth and seventh appeared in the 

descending scale over tonic harmony (first beat of the first measure). 

Perhaps the composer was indicating the approaching dominant harmony. 

due to the imminent final cadence of the piece. The effect of the sub-
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dominant with the lowered sixth and seventh was thereby also heightened. 



CHAPTER II 

HARMONIES OF THE FIRST CLASSIFICATION 

Sixth Scale Degree as Nonharmonic Tone 

As stated earlier it has been maintained that the raised sixth and 

seventh scale degrees in minor belonged to the ascending melodic minor 

scale. Most theoreticians up to the present day have adhered to this 

principle, either by implication or actual statement. The following 

passage" is from a modern textbook but merely echoes the teachings of 

many older texts: 

"The melodic form of the scale is the same as the 
natural form but with two exceptions: (a) the 
sixth and seventh degrees are raised when ascend
ing, thereby producing a whole step between 6 and 
7 and the desired half step between 7 and 8, and 
(b) the sixth and seventh degrees are lowered to 
the natural form when descending." 

As noted above, however, the raised sixth and seventh appeared in both 

ascending and descending scale passages. Examination of the music re

veals that the harmonic background was the criterion for deciding 

whether the sixth and seventh should be raised or lowered. 

In harmonies of the first classification (those having dominant 

function)' the sixth and seventh were usually raised when they appeared 

melodically. The decisive note in first classification harmony was the 

leading tone. The leading tone is probably the single most significant 

factor in tonal music. In order to have a leading tone in a minor key, 

the seventh scale step must be raised. Therefore, the raised seventh 

degree will be present in almost every instance of dominant harmony in 

minor keys. When the seventh tone functions in this capacity as a chord 

member and the sixth is with it as a passing tone or an auxiliary, the 

13 
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sixth will also be raised. Whether the scale is ascending or descend

ing appears to be irrelevant. It is the leading tone that is essential 

to the harmony in this case, and the sixth is adjusted in order to avoid 

the melodic interval of an augmented second. The following examples 

illustrate the raised sixth and seventh within dominant harmony. 

Ex- II-l- Suite No. 3, p. 39., mm. 15-16. 

iS^ ^m 

9- T i 

In Example II-l the scale passage is ascending with the E function

ing as a passing tone and j;-sharp as the third of the dominant chord. 

There are many such examples to be found in tonal music. Most theorists 

have taught this usage (coupled with the lowered sixth and seventh in 

the descending scale) as the typical application of the melodic minor. 

Ex. I I - 2 . Sui te No. 3 , p . 4 4 . , m. 23. 

r - ^ - u ^ ^ u Lti 

^̂ ^̂ p̂ 
9- T )J\\ ly Viio, 
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Another such occurrence can be observed in Example II-2. The tonal 

center at this point is G minor. The harmonic function again is domi

nant, the scale passage ascending, with the sixth degree as a passing 

tone. Example II-3 illustrates the same procedure in a different key. 

Ex. II-3. "Von Gott will ich nicht lassen," p. 53., m. 8 

[ I f^^ "^ î fT 

i ^^ 
Pedal U' . 

^: 3r^ I IIlp i l l 

Example II-4 illustrates a descending scale passage in D minor. In 

the second measure the harmony is dominant and makes use of the raised 

seventh tone, necessitating the raised sixth as well (third beat). No

tice, however, that the raised sixth was not used for the appoggiatura 

at the beginning of the passage, since the seventh scale tone was not 

present in the melody and the danger of the melodic interval of an aug

mented second did not exist. 

It was not uncommon for the raised sixth and seventh to appear in 

the bass line, although it was probably used more frequently in the 

other voices. Example II-5 illustrates the use of the melodic minor in 

the bass of the continuo part. Here the entire first measure is ob-
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E^* ^^"^- Concerto No. 1 for Clavier, p. 32., mm. 1-3. 

viously first classification harmony, even though the dominant note (£-

sharp) did not appear as a chord member until the last beat. At first 

glance, the abundant embellishing tones may seem to form separate 

chords. These chords are merely melodic coincidences, however, and the 

prevailing harmonic function of the segment remains dominant. 

Example II-6 shows the raised sixth and seventh in the bass with 

first classification harmony. Although the raised sixth did appear 

occasionally as a chord member (Chapter IV), chord tones were usually 

taken from the harmonic rather than the melodic minor scale. Therefore, 

the raised sixth could appear in the bass without affecting the harmonic 

content of the music. In the last beat of the first measure, the D-

sharp is a chord member and the £-sharp functions as a lower auxiliary. 



Ex. I I - 5 . Mass i n B Minor, p . 2 5 . , mm. 7 - 8 . 
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f f^f r r r 
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In Example II-7 the raised sixth was used as a passing tone in the 

first beat of the measure. Notably, the ̂  became JE-flat on the third 

beat in order to preserve the usual major quality of the submediant 

chord. It would have been exceptional for the &-flat to have appeared 

sooner since the F̂ -sharp was needed for the dominant chord (second beat), 

and an ̂ -flat would have resulted in a melodic augmented second within 

one beat. 

Example II-8 illustrates again the necessity for the raised sixth 

and seventh in the descending scale. It can be observed in the upper 
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Ex. I I - 6 . " J e s u , me ine F r e u d e , " p . 1 2 8 . , mm. 3 2 - 3 3 . ^ 

~Saf)t VLKJri: 

"€& p fa.mil: 

m^^ ^ ^ 

T ti n o r 

^ 

sicK r e r l^uK; 

V n .1, -
in 

= ^ ; 

|r> 

^ 
5icK 

bt 
i ^ 

1 • 

^ 

S 3 : 

5icK "^e 'T- g,yh ^ \ y\ 

*\ 
m ^s=3^^ 

TJt 
If/ f i 

»v\ 

e: VM ff| 

Ex. I I - 7 . S u i t e No. 3 , p . 4 4 . , m. 2 2 . 

h" J 1'̂  M ^^ ii h!s lUl ^'-^^ 
^ ^ 

±ri r n i n ' f l 
9- X i j j 5: IT 

voice. The harmony is simply dominant to tonic. Both A-flat and A-

natural have appeared here as nonharmonic tones. The leap to the lead

ing tone (A-flat down to ]B) reinforces the tonality. 



Ex. II-8. Cantata No. 106. p. 7., mm. 11-12. 
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Ex. II-9. Cantata No. 106, p. 18., mm. 6-8. 

A\t e> Solo 

at^i -•^c- »^iA-ele te-CeVx\' icK .rve^A^ewGcist^l 

N It 

f > (̂  'ft'Ĵ  n 1' i 
•. t \v I'VX \ 

Example II-9 is in B-flat minor and exhibits the raised sixth and 

seventh over dominant harmony. The raised tones can be seen in the 

continuo part (ascending G-natural to A-natural) and in the solo part 

as well (descending A-natural to G-natural). It is interesting to no

tice the half-step nonharmonic tones (£-flat to _F and A-natural to ̂ -

flat) that give expressive reference to the text: "into Thy hands I 

commend my spirit." (The raised sixth and seventh were also used in 

the ascending scale with tonic harmony.) 
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^^- ^^"10- P r e l u d e No. 4 . p . 1 0 4 . , mm. 9 - 1 1 . 

M m̂r 
f 

'"• ' • ' - f 'I f f l i t 

r 

ĉ : x"" 
9̂ '- '\^ 

The raised tones in the descending scale are also seen in Example 

11-10. Notice the overall harmonic sequence and the melodic sequence 

in the bass voice (second and third measures). The raised sixth and 

seventh scale degrees appear on two different tonal levels, the first 

being ̂ -sharp and the second, £-sharp, the dominant. 

Ex. 11-11. Fugue No. 20, p. 178., mm. 7-8. 

a-. ^"5 

Example 11-11 shows an entire measure of first classification har

mony. The first half of the measure consists of the leading tone sev

enth chord, with the addition of the dominant note, ̂ , on the last half 

of the bar. The raised sixth and seventh scale degrees were used in both 

ascending and descending motion; the sixth degree is employed as a non-
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harmonic tone. 

Examples 11-12 and 11-13 further illustrate the raised sixth and 

seventh tones in descending scale movement with dominant harmony. Such 

cases were abundant and appeared in almost every instance of downward 

scalewise motion over, or in close proximity to first classification 

harmony in music written in minor keys. (Example 11-12 also contains 

the raised tones within tonic harmony.) 

Ex. 11-12. Musical Offering, p. 4., mm. 13-15. 

[}V^ Us^] 

^ ^ 

^ 

X^^T] 
f 

^ = ^ ^ 

f 
9- x*̂  IV \(„ •STt 

m 
1 
T 

Ex. 1 1 - 1 3 . S u i t e No. 3 , p . 3 9 . , mm. 40-41 

The practice of writing the raised sixth and seventh tones in as

cending and descending scale passages in association with first clas

sification harmony was so consistent and predictable that instances of 

exceptions were exceedingly rare. Most seeming exceptions to the prac-
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tice have had other harmonic functions or purposes and only appeared to 

be unusual. Such cases will be discussed in Chapter IV. 

One exceptional case can be cited here, however. In Example 11-14 

the presence of the cross-relation between the natural and raised sev

enth (A-natural and A-sharp) is surprising. The harmony after the bar 

line is obviously of dominant function. Probably the A-sharp was not 

written in the bass because it would have added a fourth whole tone to 

the melodic line. Therefore, the tonality established in the first half 

of the measure is momentarily obscured by the appearance of the minor 

dominant (fourth eighth note). A modal quality is heard briefly at 

that point with the resumption of the major dominant on the last eighth 

note of the bar. (Occasionally the augmented mediant chord, in first 

inversion and containing the leading tone, is employed as a dominant 

functioning chord. In such instances the raised seventh appears as a 

chord tone and the raised sixth, when present, is a nonharmonic tone.) 
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Ex. 11-14 . Mass i n B Minor, p . 8 5 . , mm. 1-2. 
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CHAPTER III 

HARMONIES OF THE SECOND CLASSIFICATION 

Seventh Scale Degree as Nonharmonic Tone 

When the minor scale has been supported by harmonies of the second 

classification (those chords having subdominant function) it has ap

peared in natural form; that is, the sixth and seventh scale degrees 

have remained unaltered. The direction of the line was apparently un

related to the scale form used, for ascending passages of natural minor 

were as common as those which descended. Since the desired quality or 

qualities of second classification harmonies were usually dependent 

upon the lowered sixth scale degree, that note was not raised. When 

the seventh scale degree was written adjacent to the sixth, it was also 

in lowered form. This practice was to provide a smooth melodic line 

and to avoid the occurrence of the interval of an augmented second. 

In any case, the sound of the leading tone was undesirable in passages 

based upon the subdominant because it would detract considerably from 

second classification function and color. The natural minor scale has 

been used in the following examples. 

Ex. I I I - l . S u i t e No. 3 , p . 3 9 . , mm. 2 0 - 2 1 . 
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Example III-l is obviously tonic to subdominant harmony in the key 

of G minor. The Ê -flat in the second bar is a chord member and the ¥_ 

is an upper auxiliary. The descending scale with the tonic chord in 

the first measure is also in natural form. 

Ex. III-2. Cantata No. 106. p. 21., mm. 7-8. 

In Example III-2 the sixth and seventh scale tones have been writ

ten in both ascending and descending motion and in the three voices. 

Despite the three-flat signature, the passage is in G minor at this 

point. The ̂ -flat is a chord tone each time it appears and the F's 

are nonharmonic tones. This is the typical appearance of the minor 

scale when associated with subdominant harmony. 

The seventh scale degree (F) appears as a nonharmonic tone (beat 

one of the second measure) in Example III-3. However, due to the me

lodic figure and the harmonic rhythm, the sixth scale step also functions 
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Ex. I I I - 3 . Mass i n B Minor, p . 1 9 3 . , mm. 1 0 - 1 1 . 
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as a non-chord tone at one point (second beat of the second measure). 

The overall harmonic effect is one of subdominant harmony with domi

nant punctuation. 

In most cases the natural minor was used as long as second class

ification harmony prevailed, while surrounding scale passages contained 

the raised sixth and seventh degrees with first classification harmony. 

Ex. III-4. Musical Offering, p. 35., mm. 7-8. 
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Example III-4 illustrates the unaltered sixth and seventh tones in the 

first half of the first measure where the harmony is subdominant. In 

the second measure the sixth and seventh have been raised to antici

pate the first classification harmony. 

Ex. III-5. Cantata No. 106, p. 15., mm. 3-4. 
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I 
The same approach was used in Example III-5. The composer wrote 

E-natural in the dominant chords (first and last chords of the measure) 

but used the E-flat passing tone to precede the £-flat in the subdom

inant chord. 
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Ex. III-6. "Von Gott will ich nicht lassen," p. 51., m. 2. 
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In Example III-6 the raised sixth and seventh scale degrees were 

used with tonic and dominant harmony in the first half of the measure. 

They were lowered on the last beat of the measure with the appearance 

of the subdominant chord. 

Ex. III-7. Fugue No. 20, p. 179., m. 26. 
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Notice in the above example that the only appearance of the lowered 

sixth and seventh was with the subdominant harmony. The raised tones 

were written even with the descending passage over tonic harmony (Exam

ple III-7). The second chord in the measure could be interpreted by 

some as a submediant chord. However, the bass tones do represent the 

functions of tonic - subdominant - dominant if one considers the fact 
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that each bass tone is the third of a chord. 

Since the supertonic chord has strong implications of subdominant 

function, it was not unusual to see it in conjunction with the natural 

minor scale. The submediant chord has been considered here to possess 

some subdominant characteristics, even though it is a chord of the 

third classification. The submediant chord is built on the sixth scale 

tone and scale passages used with it have of necessity employed the 

sixth and seventh scale degrees in unaltered form. Example III-8 shows 

the lowered sixth and seventh scale steps in proximity with subdom

inant, tonic, submediant, and supertonic chords. The sixth scale tone, 

Ex. I I I - 8 . " Je su meine F r e u d e , " p . 1 2 7 . , mm. 27 -28 . 
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£, is a chord member wherever it has been used; with the ̂ -natural, or 

the scale seventh, functioning as a non-chord tone. 

Ex. III-9. Cantata No. 106. p. 23., m. 9. 
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The lowered sixth and seventh in Example III-9 have prepared the 

way for submediant harmony. The ascending passage at the beginning of 

the measure contains the raised sixth and seventh as passing tones over 

tonic harmony. 

The natural sixth and seventh tones were used in the descending 

bass line in Example III-IO. The last half of that measure is second 

classification harmony, with the subdominant chord having been followed 

by the Neapolitan sixth chord. 

In Example III-ll the supertonic harmony is found in the second 

measure, with the unaltered sixth and seventh in the top voice. The 

ostinato figure in the bass is interesting but does not affect the har

monic function. 

Example III-12 is perhaps a little more ambiguous but illustrates 

the same procedure. The ambiguities resulting from the chromatid sm 
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Ex. I I I - I O . Mass in B Minor, p . 2 6 . , mm. 4 - 6 . 
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Ex. IIl-ll. Concerto No. 1 for Clavier, p. 31., mm. 5-7. 
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Ex. 111-12 . R i c e r c a r e a 6 v o c i . p . 6 . , m. 2 1 . 
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have not destroyed the basic function of the second classification har

mony in the last half of the measure. The lowered sixth and seventh 

scale degrees were used in the second soprano voice. 

There are other chords belonging to the second classification that 

have not been included in this chapter. Because their usage has dif

fered from that of pre-dominant chords in support of the natural minor 

scale, they are discussed in Chapter IV. 



CHAPTER IV 

MISCELLANEOUS HARMONIC FUNCTIONS 

Upon examination of the music of Bach it became clear that on many 

occasions the sixth and seventh scale degrees had been altered for rea

sons not related to the employment of the melodic minor scale. In 

these instances the interval of a major second between the sixth and 

seventh steps in the natural minor was either increased to encompass an 

augmented second, or decreased to a minor second. 

Ex. IV-1. Concerto No. 1 for Clavier, p. 35., m. 5. 
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In Example IV-1 the interval of an augmented second appeared in the 

second group of sixteenth notes (̂ -flat to J^-sharp). This was not un

common, since the lowered sixth and the raised seventh were both mem

bers of the leading tone seventh chord which was used extensively as a 

dominant functioning chord during the period of common harmonic prac

tice, 
34 
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Example IV-2 again illustrates the use of the augmented second 

melodically in association with the leading tone seventh chord (beats 

two and four). It has been preceded by the supertonic seventh chord. 

Ex. IV-3. Suite No. 3, p. 39., mm. 34-37. 

5 f E p ^ 
9: 1 

Example IV-3 shows another common occurrence. The appearance of a 

secondary dominant in the third measure has caused the alteration of the 

scale in the bass. In cases such as these the scale tones have fol

lowed the key represented in the dominant-tonic relationship rather 
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than staying in the key of the piece. In other words, the piece of 

music has remained in the key of G minor but the scale of the major 

subdominant has been borrowed temporarily. 

Ex. IV-4. Musical Offering, p. 32., mm. 4-5. 
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The sequence of secondary dominants in Example IV-4 called for a 

number of altered notes, including the sixth and seventh degrees in 

the scale of C minor. The alterations were used to maintain the qual

ity of the major-minor seventh chords in the sequence and they do not 

indicate any particular scale. 

Episodic and transitional passages have of necessity employed 

altered scale tones. Example IV-5 shows the change in the F minor 

scale as it moves to E-flat. 

The procedure followed in Example IV-5 could be extended to include 

passages with temporary changes of tonal center, or modulations. Exam

ple IV-6 illustrates the accidentals encountered in a modulation from 

B minor to F-sharp minor. The half-step from ̂ -sharp to A is not found 
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Ex. IV-5 . R i c e r c a r e a 6 v o c i . p . 1 3 . , m. 62. 
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Ex. IV-6 . Mass i n B Minor, p . 2 . , mm. 1-2. 
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Ex. IV-7 . Can ta t a No. 106, p . 1 0 . , ram. 1-4 
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in any B minor scale, but it does appear in the scale of F-sharp 

minor. 

The scale tones have also been altered in cases of imitation. In 

Example IV-7 the imitation (tonal answer) at the fifth, beginning on 

the last beat of measure two, has used the scale of the dominant (in 

this case, C minor). The tonality imraediately preceding and follow

ing the imitation at the fifth is clearly F minor. 

In Example IV-8 a change of register and melodic direction has 

made it possible to use the lowered sixth and raised seventh without the 



Ex. IV-8 . C a n t a t a No. 106. p . 6 . , mm. 3 -4 . 
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occurrence of the melodic augmented second (at the bar line). The 

harmonic and melodic structure have adhered to the harmonic form of 

the minor scale. 

Ex. IV-9. Suite No. 3, p. 41., mm. 26-28. 

There are some pre-dominant functioning chords that have employed 

the raised sixth scale degree as a chord tone. An example of this 

usage can be observed at the beginning of Example IV-9. The example 

is in G minor with the ̂ -natural functioning as the root of a super

tonic seventh chord for the dominant (D). 
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Ex. I V - 1 0 . S u i t e No. 3 . p . 4 3 . , mm. 3 9 - 4 2 . 
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The same type of occurrence is shown in Example IV-10. The raised 

sixth scale degree again is the root of the chord (bass voice). In 

this case the raised seventh is also present, functioning as an appog

giatura in the soprano. 

Ex. IV-11. Musical Offering, p. 36., mm. 7-8. 
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In Example IV-11 the raised sixth scale step functions as the 

third of the dominant seventh chord of the subtonic (third eighth note). 

At the end of the measure the raised sixth and seventh degrees are seen 

with dominant harmony. 

When the leading tone chord for the dominant has appeared, the 



Ex. IV-12. "Von Gott will ich nicht lassen," p. 52., m. 5. 
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raised sixth scale tone has been employed as the third of the chord as 

seen in beat two of Example IV-12. In cases such as these the arpeg-

giated figure has been used to strengthen the harmonic function and the 

absence of scalewise motion has prevented the use of the seventh scale 

degree. (The seventh scale tone does appear in the succeeding dominant 

seventh chord, however.) 

Ex. IV-13. "Herzliebster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen," mm. 1-3. 
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On some occasions, especially in chorales, the raised sixth scale 

degree has been employed as a chord member and has changed the usual 

quality of the chord in which it is found (Example IV-13). Here (sec

ond measure, beat one) the subdominant chord, normally of minor qual

ity, becomes major, 



Ex • IV-14. Mass in B Minor, p . 1 2 1 . , mm. 10-12. 
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The augmented sixth chords have employed the lowered sixth scale 

tone. Example IV-14 illustrates the German augmented sixth chord in G 

major in its less common "root position." Again the seventh scale tone 

is not included because it would reduce the effect of the altered sixth, 

When a scale passage appears with a tonic seventh chord (third clas

sification) the seventh scale degree is a chord tone and the adjacent 

passing tones that have normally been seen with tonic harmony are not 

present. The sixth scale degree would then function as a nonharmonic 

tone as in Example IV-15. Notice here, however, that in this example 
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Ex. IV-15. "Von Gott will ich nicht la 
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the scale is not melodic minor, but rather F Dorian. The cantus firmus 

for this particular chorale prelude is in the Dorian mode and that mode 

has appeared in the piece, with the various forms of the minor scale 

having been employed also. With the appearance of the D̂ -natural the 

tonal center has moved toward the dominant. 

Ex. IV-16. Suite No. 3. p. 40., mm. 2-3. 
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In Example IV-16 the tonic-seventh chord has appeared in arpeg-

giated form in the first beat of the measure. The seventh scale tone 

functions as a chord member. The sixth tone did not appear at that 

point. 
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Ex. IV-17. Mass in B Minor, p. lis., mm. 1-4. 
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Example IV-17 has combined all the tones of the melodic and natu

ral minor scales in a descending chromatic passage encompassing the 

tones from tonic to dominant in E minor. The alterations are in the 

bass, with chords from E minor in the treble. Even though the notes 

in the treble combined with the bass notes do form chords, the de

scending chromatic line would seem to have more significance melod

ically. The chromaticism is the result of textual expression in the 

"Crucifixus" portion of the Mass. 

^ 



CONCLUSION 

It has been found that the application of the forms of the minor 

scale has most often followed the pattern of:^^ 

(1) raised sixth and seventh (ascending and descending) over 

first classification harmony (with sixth scale degree as non

harmonic tone) 

(2) lowered sixth and seventh (ascending and descending) over 

second classification harmony (with seventh scale degree as 

nonharmonic tone) 

(3) traditional usage (raised sixth and seventh in the ascending 

scale and lowered sixth and seventh in the descending scale) 

over tonic harmony (with sixth and seventh degrees as non

harmonic tones) 

The essential tones of the harmony have adhered to the harmonic minor 

scale, with adjustments having been made in the embellishing tones in 

order to avoid the occurrence of the melodic augmented second. The 

preservation of harmonic function, which has been so important through

out the period of common harmonic practice, has been the controlling 

factor in the use of the minor scale. Perhaps if theory texts would 

include a fuller explanation of the harmonic basis for the employment 

of the minor scale, students would be better equipped to use the mate

rials of music. 

The following example illustrates the minor scale as it has nor

mally appeared in association with tonic, dominant, and subdominant 

functioning harmony. 
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_Suite No. 3. p. 34., mm. 5-9. 
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The manner in which Bach handled the melodic minor scale is now 

relatively clear. Studies of the music of other composers might fur

ther illuminate the subject. Research into the works of some com

posers before Bach (particularly Henry Purcell) could be interesting. 

Examination of the music of the Viennese Classicists and the nine

teenth-century Romanticists could prove helpful as well. Comparisons 

of the employment of the melodic minor scale in the different styles 

are excellent possibilities for future studies. 
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